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MAKING EVALUATION INFLUENTIAL
What Evaluation Influence is about?

Accountability

Learning
QUALITY

A NECESSARY but not SUFFICIENT CONDITION
MAKING QUALITY EVALUATION UTILIZED FOR BETTER RESULTS

QUALITY EVALUATIONS

Accessible
Valued
Used

Improved Development Effectiveness
What do we want to achieve?

- Improved Development Effectiveness

Outreach and learning events
- Knowledge dissemination
- Systems and databases
- Capacity development
- Partnerships and networks

Accessible
Valued
Used

EVALUATION
KNOWLEDGE

Improved Development Effectiveness
Our strategy:
The right knowledge for the right audience at the right time
Outreach and learning events
Knowledge dissemination
Capacity development
Systems and databases

Partnerships and Networks
Building Linkages for Greater Influence

COLLABORATION
(One ADB)

PARTNERSHIP

NETWORKS and
STANDARDS

Board Members, SDCC, SPD, OIST, other ADB Departments...

AFDI, 3ie, UNICEF...

ECG, OECD-DAC...
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